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Grey Means Go:

Colorblindness
in Transportation
By Brian Chandler, P.E., PTOE, RSP2IB, PMP (M)

U

p to 90 percent of
what road users use to
navigate is visual, and
much of that information

is color-specific. Road signs are denoted
by color, and pavement markings have
different meanings depending on their
color. At a traffic signal, red and green
provide opposite messages: Red means
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stop. Green means go.
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Colour Blind Awareness

But to a road user with color vision deficiency (typically referred
to as “color-blindness”), and even more so to those who are fully
colorblind, these colors have little or no meaning.
Grey means stop. Grey means go.
An estimated 4 to 5 percent of the population has some sort of
color vision deficiency. The effects of colorblindness in transportation are not well-documented, and transportation professionals
have generally ignored or misunderstood the issue. What is known
is that colorblindness introduces a disadvantage to some road
users, and the lack of mitigation for this issue makes their travel
experience less efficient and less safe.

Color Vision Basics
The act of sight starts with rods and cones. Two photoreceptors on
the retina take information from the environment, through the
eyes, and to the brain. The rods handle light-related information,
and the cones handle color. The three cones take certain areas of
the spectrum to the brain—red (R), green (G), or blue (B)—like an
old “RGB” computer monitor. The combination of these three cones
creates color vision.
If any of the cones has a problem, the color absorbed by that
cone changes, which affects the RGB combination received by
the brain. Because any one of the cones can have a problem (or be
missing altogether), the type and severity of color vision deficiency
are nuanced. No colorblind person sees the world in exactly the
same way as another, which is one reason addressing this issue is
complicated.
The most common type of color vision deficiency is Deuteranomaly, a malfunctioning of the green cone. A red cone
malfunction, called Protanomaly, is also possible. Rarely, one of
these cones may be missing altogether; this is called Deutronopia
(green) or Protanopia (red). Rarer still are malfunctioning or
missing blue cones, called Tritanomoly and Tritanopia.
The cone problems that cause colorblindness affect more than a
single color. Any faulty or missing cone (red, green, or blue) impacts
color identification along the entire spectrum. Overall, color
perception tends to be lower, increasing color confusion and the
ability to “call out the color” when seen. This can have significant
effects as travelers navigate the transportation system, as described
below.

Color in the MUTCD
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) is the
national standard in the United States that guides the use of traffic
control devices, including signs, pavement marking, and traffic
signals. The MUTCD requires consistent color nationally to provide
uniformity. The manual mentions color more than 300 times,
starting on page 1.

Figure 1. Simulation approximating what some colorblind people see.
“Devices should be designed so that features such as size, shape,
color, composition, lighting or retroreflection, and contrast
are combined to draw attention to the devices; that size, shape,
color, and simplicity of message combine to produce a clear
meaning…”1
The MUTCD then lays out its official “Color Code” that assigns
proper usage to each color:
The general meaning of the 13 colors shall be as follows:
a. Black – regulation
b. Blue – road user services guidance, tourist information, and
evacuation route
c. Brown – recreational and cultural interest area guidance
d. Coral – unassigned
e. Fluorescent Pink – incident management
f. Fluorescent Yellow-Green – pedestrian warning, bicycle
warning, playground warning, school bus and school
warning
g. Green – indicated movements permitted, direction guidance
h. Light Blue – unassigned
i. Orange – temporary traffic control
j. Purple – lanes restricted to use only by vehicles with
registered electronic toll collection (ETC) accounts
k. Red – stop or prohibition
l. White – regulation
m. Yellow – warning
A review of this list reveals several colorblind-related concerns:
 Red and green are the most confused colors, yet they are
used for opposite messages: stop and go.
 Blue is used for evacuation routes, a true emergency.
Purple—which colorblind people often confuse with blue—is
focused on toll collection, a non-emergency situation.
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United States, as the forests change colors to an array of green,
red, yellow, and orange—the same color as many highway signs.
The problem is exacerbated when the signs fade over time, making
them blend in even more with their surroundings. The image below
simulates what someone with Deutronopia (green-blind) color
vision deficiency may see.

Signing
Traffic engineers use signs to share information with road users,
and color is one of the primary aspects of the sign denoting
its type. For example, all red or partially-red signs are called
“regulatory” signs, warning signs are yellow, work zone signs
are orange, and other colors are used for other types of signs as
described above.

Figure 3. Left: Stop sign with background vegetation. Right: That same
image as seen by some colorblind road users.

Speed Limits, Speed Advisories, and Color
One example of sign color confusion is the way traffic engineers
post speeds. There are three different types of speed-related signs
on the roadway:

Modified from MUTCD

Regarding roadway striping, the MUTCD requires that “Markings
shall be yellow, white, red, blue, or purple” and details the purpose
of each color:1
 White: Separation of traffic in the same direction,
right-hand edge of road.
 Yellow: Separation of traffic in opposite directions, left-hand
edge of divided highways, one-way streets, and some ramps.
 Red: Truck escape ramps, lanes that should not be entered
in the direction from which the markings are visible.
 Blue: Supplement white markings for disabled
parking spaces.
 Purple: Supplement other markings in toll plaza areas;
designate areas restricted to vehicles with electronic toll
plaza accounts.
 Black: Contrast marking, only used in combination with
other colors.
Using color alone to differentiate regulations can be
problematic for colorblind road users. For instance, colorblind
drivers could misidentify yellow skip lines on their left
as white skip lines, assuming the lane to their left is in the same
direction they themselves are traveling. This momentary mistake
can happen quickly and subconsciously, and the result could be a
head-on collision.

For colorblind road users, it is common for signs (especially green,
red, yellow, and orange) to visually blend in with the environment.
This is of particular concern in the autumn in many parts of the
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State of Michigan

Blending in with the Environment

Figure 4. Left: Two-way, two-direction roadway with a yellow skip
marking. Right: a multi-freeway with white skip lane marking.

Flickr Commons/haljackey

Pavement Marking

Figure 2. Variety of posted speeds.
 Regulatory Speed Limit – These signs provide a speed limit
that, if exceeded, could result in a driver receiving a citation.
 Advisory Speed Limit – These signs are typically added at the
bottom of a warning sign, have a yellow background, and
are only a suggestion. Exceeding an advisory speed is not
breaking the law.
 Work Zone Speed Limits and Advisory Speeds – In some
cases, a work zone will have a regulatory work zone speed
limit. But a work zone may also have an advisory speed
plaque under work zone warning signs (orange background)
to denote a recommended speed.
Colorblind drivers may not be able to easily tell whether the
speed sign is regulatory or advisory, putting them at a disadvantage
since they cannot easily use color as a distinguisher.

Image from The Bluffton Sun; simulation via Colbindor

 Light blue and coral are currently unassigned, but if either is
introduced it is likely to cause confusion.
 Fluorescent pink signs, used to warn road users of incidents,
test poorly for colorblind people, looking more like faded
red, yellow, or grey.

Curb Markings

Signal Color Standards

Section 3B.23 of the MUTCD provides guidance for curb
markings. “Local highway agencies may prescribe special
colors for curb markings to supplement standard signs for
parking regulation.”1
This opens the potential for using colors that are confusing
to colorblind road users, and some cities tend to over-rely on
the curb markings to convey parking regulations. The MUTCD
requires signs as the primary regulatory device, but sometimes
the sign is not in place while the painted curb remains, adding to
the confusion.
Faded red curb markings look like faded grey concrete to
some colorblind drivers seeking a parking space, yet these same
drivers can receive a citation or have their vehicle towed for
parking here. For example, signs in Seattle, WA, USA state, “You
may not park, even temporarily, in a Tow-Away Zone. Vehicles in
a Tow-Away Zone are subject to fines and immediate removal and
impound.”2

The MUTCD provides details about traffic signal colors in
Chapter 4:1

At signalized intersections, color alone is used to distinguish
between opposing messages.
Red. A circular red indication means STOP. It is typically
placed on the top of a 3-colored signal, with yellow in the middle
and green at the bottom. Unless it’s not.
Yellow. Officially, the amber/yellow indication conveys
caution for the upcoming red indication. To some, it results in
acceleration through the intersection.
Green. The most complex of the indicators, a green ball
sometimes means GO, but it can also mean other things. If
you’re traveling straight, Green Means Go. If you are turning
right, Green Means Yield to adjacent pedestrians who have a
WALK signal at the same time. If you are turning left, green can
mean many different things depending on conditions.
Of course, this assumes all drivers can recognize the
difference between red and green, or at least know that green
is at the bottom location of the signal (unless it’s not).

The manual also standardizes the placement of those red,
yellow, and green indications and specifically mentions colorblind
road users! It is helpful to know that the red, yellow, and green
indications should be in different places—red on top, yellow in
the middle, and green on the bottom. As colorblind drivers, we
use the movement of the indication (such as the green-to-yellowto-red phase change occurring up the signal face) as much as the
colors themselves.
However, after providing clear standards and reasoning, the
MUTCD allows for these exceptions:

Horizontal Signal Placement
4D.10 In each horizontally-arranged signal face, all signal
sections that display red signal indications shall be located to
the left of all signal sections that display yellow and green signal
indications.1

Tilemahos Efthimiadis/Flickr Commons

Signalized Intersections

4D.06.05 Each circular signal indication shall emit a single color:
red, yellow, or green. 4D.08. Standardization of the number
and arrangements of signal sections in vehicular traffic control
signal faces enables road users who are color vision deficient to
identify the illuminated color by its position relative to other
signal sections.

What Colorblind Drivers See
The author’s personal experience with traffic signals includes the
following issues:
 White Means Go? Green signal indications look white to
me—the same color as nearby street lights and lighting of
nearby homes or businesses. Signals mounted on pedestals
at intersection corners (instead of overhead) cause me
problems, especially at night and in downtown areas.
 Yellow Means Go? Some versions of LED green and
yellow indications look very similar to me, and to other
colorblind drivers.

Figure 5. Horizontally-mounted signals.
Horizontally-installed signals can make identifying red, yellow,
and green more difficult. The MUTCD requires red to be placed
on the left, but there is not 100 percent adherence. Therefore,
when approaching a horizontal signal, colorblind users must use
additional cues—like other drivers and pedestrians—to make
decisions at the intersection.
w w w .i t e.or g
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Two Colors. Same Signal Head.
4D.06.06 Each arrow signal indication shall emit a single color:
red, yellow, or green except that the alternate display (dual-arrow
signal section) of a GREEN ARROW and a YELLOW ARROW
signal indication, both pointing in the same direction, shall be
permitted, provided that they are not displayed simultaneously.1

Addressing the needs of colorblind travelers starts with basic
accessibility principles, and continues with specific examples to
improve safety and efficiency for colorblind travelers, and in turn,
for everyone.

Accessibility Principles
Ian Hamilton, an accessibility specialist in Bristol, England,
identifies three key principles related to colorblindness that I’ve
adapted to transportation planning, design, and operations.
1. Don’t use color difference alone to communicate or differential
information.
2. Check with a simulator to pick up on contrast issues.
3. Run by colorblind folk, but use that as a way to pick up on
issues you’ve missed, not was a way to verify accessibility.3
Don’t Use Color Difference Alone to Communicate or Differentiate Information. As shown below, the London Underground
subway map color lines can be problematic for colorblind travelers.

Brian Chandler

Transport for London, 2020

The MUTCD allows the green arrow and yellow arrow to be
used in the same head location with the only difference being
the color. Note that in this case the figures are not showing the
difference between regular color vision and color deficiency. These
are both normal-color-vision photos of the same signal head, taken
a few seconds after the other.
Of every 20 drivers making this left turn, one is colorblind, and
he or she will struggle to identify that arrow as yellow or green. Those
who are colorblind will make their best guess, and then hope—for
their own safety and that of others—that they guessed correctly.

Solutions

Figure 8. Excerpt of London Underground Map.

Brian Chandler

Figure 6. Four-section signal head with green indication.

Figure 7. Four-section signal head with yellow indication.
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To help colorblind users, several smartphone apps and websites
provide colorblind-friendly versions of the map. As seen below, this
image displays a normal map view on the left, what some colorblind
viewers see in the middle, and then a double-coded map on the
right that includes a mix of colors and patterns for an aesthetically
pleasing, colorblind-friendly map.
Check with a Simulator to Pick up on Issues. For any situation
where a colorblind perspective is needed, software tools can give
anyone a starting point to approximate what some colorblind users
may see. COBLIS is a browser-based simulator that allows users
to upload an image from their computer and simulate a variety
of color vision deficiencies. At DKS Associates, a consulting firm
focused on transportation solutions, the creative services team
uses Color Oracle, a free plug-in for Mac and Windows that
simulates color vision deficiency. DKS created a color palette for
transportation-related mapping projects that is optimized for
colorblind viewers.

Brilliant Maps/Transport for London

Doubled-up signs on the left and right side of the road provide
additional opportunity to be seen. Reflective strips on signposts
provide more color and help “tie the sign to the ground” visually. And
flashers—including beacons above the signs and LED lights around
the edge—add another element that can make the sign stand out.

DKS Associates

Minnesota DOT

Figure 9. Left: Normal-vision map. Center: Simulated colorblind-vision
map. Right: Double-coded map to aid colorblind users.

Figure 11. Stop sign with LED enhancement.

Figure 10. Guide for optimizing maps for colorblind viewers.
Run by Colorblind Folk to Identify Other Issues You’ve
Missed. Colorblind people are often willing to share their
experiences to help make their products and experiences more
accessible. Be sure to note, however, that color vision deficiency
varies widely by type and degree, so something one colorblind
person can see clearly could still be problematic for someone else.

Striping Solutions. In many European countries, white
pavement marking is used for all routine lane markings. For
example, in Germany engineers use patterns instead of colors to
communicate with motorists.4

Colorblind-Friendly Solutions
Designing and operating for colorblind users starts with awareness.
On the roadway, designers and traffic engineers have several tools in
the toolbox to aid colorblind travelers. One key element of colorblind
accessibility is that helping color vision deficient users also helps
everyone else navigate the system safer and more efficiently.
Signing Solutions. It is common for some signs to blend into the
natural environment, especially in late summer and early autumn
as leaves change to colors that match the red, yellow, and brown
signs. Fortunately, signs can be enhanced to stand out against their
background.

Figure 12. German pavement marking patterns.
1. No passing in one direction. You may pass only if you have
a broken line on your side; you may not cross a solid line on
your side to pass.
2. No passing. You may not cross the solid center line to pass.
3. Lane separation line. Short broken lines between opposing
traffic lanes indicate that the passing zone is ending.
4. Lane separation line. Long broken lines between opposing
traffic lanes indicate passing is allowed (unless prohibited
by a sign). This marking is also used to separate traffic lanes
traveling in the same direction.
w w w .i t e.or g
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Kentucky Transportation Center

Signal Solutions. Engineers following the MUTCD’s primary
guidance that “Each circular signal indication shall emit a single
color” is a good start, and that basic standard can be enhanced with
a few other strategies.1
Reflective Backplates. One helpful treatment at traffic signals
is the retroreflective backplate—a strip of material placed around
the signal that provides a detailed indication of its location and the
signal indicators. This is one of many examples where improving a
traffic control device for colorblind road users also provides a safety
benefit to all users, as indicated by research showing a 15 percent
reduction in all crashes at urban intersections with this treatment.

Figure 15. Dual red indications in Quebec, Canada.

Conclusion
Kentucky Transportation Center

Approximately 4 to 5 percent of all road users navigate the transportation system with color vision deficiency. As an industry,
the needs of the colorblind have largely been ignored or not
acknowledged, using color as a single indicator of important traffic
control information. There are numerous ways to make the system
more accessible for colorblind travelers. By doing so, we can make
transportation safer and more efficient for all users. itej
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Figure 13. Signalized intersection with reflective backplates.

Kentucky Transportation Center

Dual Red Lights. The application depicted in Figure 13 in
Kentucky, USA creates a “Red T” at the top of the signal head.
Its main purpose is to double the visibility of the red light, and it
provides a backup in the case of a burned-out LED or other failure.
For colorblind drivers, it provides additional clarity that it is—in
fact—the red indication.

Figure 14. Dual red light signal indications.
In Quebec, the signal has two red indications, one on each side.
All other indications (green and yellow balls, and any arrows) have
a single indication. This could introduce some confusion regarding
the yellow and green phases, as users might not know where to
expect each to show up.
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